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Never before have the visual arts been so exciting 
and well supported at the University of Essex - and 
never before have we reached so many people. 
20,000 visitors came to our events in 2014-15. 

Over the last year we told the University’s story – 
from founding vision to 50 years of students’ life 
– through the Something Fierce exhibition in the 
Hexagon, while Art Exchange continued to work 
with academics and students to create cutting-
edge exhibitions that reflect the University’s 
critically engaged thinking. Our talks programme 
opened up academic expertise to new audiences, 
creating a well-trodden path between campus 
and the local community. Focusing our energy 
on supporting student-led activity provided 
a platform for students who want to make a 
difference. Not only that, our art collections are 
coming out of storage and onto the walls of some 
of campus’ most prestigious buildings. Whether 
visiting an exhibition, taking part in workshops, 
discussing ideas or relishing the excitement of 
outdoor art & street theatre, our arts activity 
enriches campus life.

Our arts venues are powerhouses – where artists, 
students and academics meet. We learn from each 
other in a playground of ideas. It is a safe place to 
take a risk and in this supportive environment, we 
come up with new ways of thinking that none of 
us thought possible. We want the arts to have an 
impact on everyone on campus, to make art and 
inspiration part of everyday life.
 

Every member of this internationally significant 
University – students and staff – has the potential 
to contribute to the cultural life of campus. We 
want you to activate our programme by visiting 
our shows, contributing to debates, taking part 
in workshops and proposing student-led activity. 
We can all join in – as spectators, participants, 
artists, curators, lecturers, strategic leaders and 
investors. Together we can make transformational 
experiences happen at Essex.

Jessica Kenny
Arts & Gallery Director
July 2015

“ Apart from its formal teaching, a 
University ought to give students the 
chance to think and argue about 
the fundamental problems of life, 
and to stand on their own two feet 
…. Students should have the arts 
made accessible to them in a way 
they have never been before.” 
Albert Sloman, founding Vice-Chancellor 
Reith Lectures, 1963
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Art Exchange and the Hexagon deliver to the 
University of Essex’s Excellence in Education 
and Excellence in Research Strategies, and in 
turn, the Cultural Sub-Strategy. We ensure 
students and staff have access to a culturally 
enriching arts offer that enhances their quality 
of life, supports education and research, and 
contributes to the employability of our 
graduates.

Through our activity we deliver the 4 pillars of 
the University of Essex’s Philosophy:

1. Essex Spirit
We are inspired by our critically engaged and 
curious audience. We create a culture where 
students don’t just visit our events, but actively 
engage in our diverse programme.

2. A Global Community and Outlook
Our international arts programme reflects our 
global campus, where you can find the world in 
one place. 

3. A Research Mindset and Skills
The research and academic study around us 
feed into our activity as we create a platform 
for showcasing our academic expertise. 

4. A Culture of Membership
At Art Exchange and the Hexagon, our students 
find a welcoming community drawn from all 
corners of the globe. 

“ What do you think an artist is? An 
imbecile who only has eyes, if he is 
a painter, or ears if he is a musician 
or a lyre in every chamber of his 
heart if he is a poet, or even, if he is 
a boxer, just his muscles? Far from 
it: at the same time he is also a 
political being, constantly aware of 
the heartbreaking, passionate, or 
delightful things that happen in the 
world, shaping himself completely 
in their image. How could it be 
possible to feel no interest in other 
people, and with a cool indifference 
to detach yourself from the very 
life which they bring to you so 
abundantly? No, painting is not 
done to decorate apartments. 
It is an instrument of war.” 
Pablo Picasso
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≥  Student-led activity – we nurture student 
aspirations by creating platform for 
showcasing our student’s talent in our 
Student Open Exhibition and supporting 
initiatives such as Enactus’ Ghanaian Fashion 
Show and fundraising events for Syria.

≥   Art Workshops and classes – an informal 
environment to de-stress and develop skills 
with expert tuition. Through our life drawing, 
printing and drumming classes we reveal 
campus’s hidden artistic talent.

≥   Texts and Reviews accompanying our shows 
– create a platform for post graduate students 
to publish.

≥   Family Days – devised with students with 
families in mind, they are a great way for all 
the family to be inspired, get creative, and 
to meet other mums and dads.

≥  Firstsite – our talks programme with Firstsite 
creates a platform for our academics and 
students at the heart of the local community.

≥   Our Culture Crawl opens up Colchester’s arts 
venues to students for back stage tours, free 
tickets and goody bags – and a whole load 
of like-minded friends who dive into 
Colchester’s art scene together.

We want the arts to have an impact on everyone 
on campus, to make art and inspiration part of 
everyday life. We offer a diverse programme with 
multiple entry points so that everyone can join in 
at whatever level suits them. 

≥  High quality, well researched, exhibitions of 
art from round the world, including shows 
curated by our academics, MA and PhD 
students, as well as by our resident Art 
Exchange curatorial staff.

≥  Talks and lectures – provide a platform for our 
academics and students to expand on ideas 
raised in our exhibitions, creating a forum for 
dialogue and debate.

≥  Outdoor Art – art out in the squares of 
campus. We reach students who don’t always 
come to our galleries by meeting them in 
their spaces.

≥  Art Collections out on display – the University 
of Essex’s art collections are coming out of 
storage and onto the University’s walls. Both 
the University’s founding donation  by Jim Ede 
and the University’s Collection of Art from 
Latin America (ESCALA) are to be showcased 
in the Albert Sloman Library and Silberrad 
Student Centre.
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The arts have the power to transform students’ 
lives - we want to be part of their journey 
through Essex. Time at university must do more 
than equip students to pass exams. By living 
and learning in our global academic community, 
students enjoy a richness of experience that 
extends far beyond the lecture theatre. By 
taking part in the arts, we enrich our students 
experiences as they are inspired, think outside 
the box and develop their skills, while cultivating 
cultural capital and confidence.

Our visitors and participants are often 
international, multilingual and eager to take 
part in non-alcohol centred activity that 
develops their skills and frees up their thinking. 
Undergraduate and postgraduate students from 
all around the world and from every department 
on campus visit our exhibitions and take part 
in our events. For example, our drumming 
workshops attract students studying Finance, 
Computing, Human Rights, International 
Relations, Business Management, PPE, Drama, 
Creative Writing, Accounting, Cognitive 
Neursoscience and Anthropology. They had 
come from Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Romania, 
Bulgaria, Norway, Spain, Germany, Brazil and 
the UK.

But we don’t stop there. We also reach the 
radical thinkers at Essex - people who want to 
make a difference. The playground for ideas we 
create is the space they are looking for. 
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“ The arts are in indispensable 
part of campus life”  
Isobel Rivas Martinez,  
First year, History and Human Rights
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“ The West has bombarded its own 
population with stereotypes of the 
Middle East, its religion and its 
politics, so a show like Jamal 
Penjweny’s was quite adventurous and 
in so many ways, even necessary.”   
Yusar Al-Salman, Third year, Sociology and Politics

Carlos Amorales: The man who did all things 
forbidden
Exploring questions of concealment and identity, 
Carlos Amorales’s latest film follows the 
contradictory impulses of a man who did all things 
forbidden. Stylistically striking, with strong bold 
imagery and use of sound, much is implied by this 
captivating film.

Emma Hart: Spread
Emma Hart made new work for Art Exchange, 
populating the gallery walls with ceramic 
sculptures of pony tails dancing, pants stuck up 
a bum, while toothpaste tube like arms cough up 
pictures over you. They have a bad taste in their 
mouths, spitting out feelings of paranoia, 
snobbery and too much information.

Fuel present: Phenomenal People
Working in partnership with the Lakeside Theatre, 
Fuel presented Phenomenal People,  a two day 
performance that transformed Art Exchange into 
a garden,  then filled it with brilliant artists and 
academics, each paying tribute to phenomenal 
people in their lives.

MA Critical Curating: Abject Subject
MA students from the Centre for Curatorial 
Studies researched and curated an exhibition 
that investigated issues of representation and 
identity in relation to social expectations. 
In doing so, they attempted to unpack the 
complexity of shaming in our seemingly 
liberated culture.
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Simon Carter: A Walk in the Park
Artist Simon Carter spent last summer 
responding to John Constable’s painting 
Wivenhoe Park, 1816, focusing on Constable’s 
use of colour and light in his iconic painting 
of our parkland.

Regina José Galindo: Tierra
A naked woman stands in a field while a JCB 
steadily excavates a trench around her. Through 
this simple, but powerful statement, Guatemalan 
artist Regina José Galindo confronts unequal 
power relations in politics, society and in 
particular, referencing her home country’s 
civil war in the 1980s and 1990s.

Jamal Penjweny: Saddam is Here
An exhibition of photography and film by Iraqi 
artist Jamal Penjweny that reflects everyday life 
in Iraq. Whether persuading people to hold an 
image of Saddam Hussein over their face, or to 
sporadically jump for joy, the actions are simple, 
revealing – and utterly effective.

Sally Underwood and Roxy Walsh: Outwith
At Art Exchange, Sally Underwood and Roxy Walsh 
provide shelter from the winter months with a 
tree and a bench to sit on. We invited you to stay 
and sit, not needing to move too far or too fast. 
A space for openness, ideas and thinking. 
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Talks and debates create a forum for discussion 
about our art exhibitions. Academics and 
students join visiting speakers in lively 
conversation - often continuing over 
the food and drink that follows!

Emeritus Professors Dawn Ades and Jules 
Lubbock made particularly striking contributions 
to our talks programme on campus, while our 
partnership with Firstsite created a platform 
for our academics in Colchester. Essex Book 
Festival also takes advantage of our venues 
bringing thought-provoking speakers and new 
audiences onto campus each year.
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Writing critical texts and reviews to accompany 
our exhibitions provide a platform for students to 
publish. MA, PhD students and alumni all contribute 
to our portfolio. For example, Art Historian David 
Murrieta Flores wrote exhibition texts to 
accompany Art Exchange’s exhibitions ‘The man 
Who Did All Things Forbidden’ by Carlos Amorales 
and Regina José Galindo’s ‘Tierra’.

By working closely with the MA students from 
the Centre of Curatorial Studies, we also support 
the design and publication of their MA exhibition 
catalogue. 

“ It´s fantastic! It’s a really nice 
text! I just forwarded it to my 
film crew, soon I will tell you 
what they thought. Thanks so 
much for sending it to me and 
please congratulate David 
from my behalf.”   

Carlos Amorales

EMMA HART
SPREAD

REGINA 
JOSÉ 

GALINDO 
TIERRA

CARLOS 
AMORALES 
THE MAN 
WHO DID 
ALL THINGS 
FORBIDDEN
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Simon Carter
Simon Carter was in residence over the summer, 
showcasing his work in an exhibition that 
launched our 50th anniversary programme. 
As part of his residency, Simon Carter kindly 
donated two artworks to the University of Essex.

Pablo Lugo
In between leading print-making workshops for 
our students, Pablo Lugo stayed on campus 
hanging out with our students into the early 
hours. Intervening in public spaces by fly 
postering around campus, he inserted his 
artworks into the fabric of campus life.

Emma Cameron
Building on the success of our life drawing 
classes, Emma Cameron was invited back for 
a residency at Art Exchange. Getting to know 
our students through indepth conversations, 
Emma buit up a portrait of student life.
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Life Drawing
Our life drawing classes proved to be a success, 
with high take up and participation. The art 
classes developed into a display in Art Exchange 
as part of tutor Emma Cameron’s residency. 

Drumming
A fun way to let off steam, pick up great rhythmic 
skills and make some fantastic noise. These 
sell-out workshops developed into performances 
in Campus’s squares, including being part of the 
finale of our Outdoor Art Festival.

“ A big thank you for the fabulous arts 
events: Emma Cameron’s residency 
and life drawing classes, the 
printmaking workshop and the African 
drumming – I came to them all and 
enjoyed participating  - they were 
absolutely mood lifting!”      
Goli Kardan,  
School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering
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Family Days are one of our most popular strands 
of activity. Devised and delivered by the 
University’s Outreach Team, they create family-
focused workshops that students and staff with 
families and the local community enjoy. 

In this 50th anniversary year, the Outreach team 
extended their reach with the I AM ESSEX art 
competition, showcased in the Hex. With over 
170 contributions the exhibition made a 
big impact on campus, celebrating our 
homegrown talent.

The Outreach Team were also the first to 
recognise the need for family-friendly events 
during Graduation Week.  Taking over Art 
Exchange and turning it into a hub of child-
centred activity, they delivered workshops to 
graduand’s families during this celebratory time.

The University’s Outreach activity creates 
numerous employability opportunities, including 
work experience for the V-Team, Frontrunners 
and Internships. Recently, the Arts Outreach 
Assistant Intern, Gisselle Giron, won the London 
and South East Regional Student ‘Employee of 
the Year’ award.
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 “ The English love making 
things shaggy and softening 
everything up. We decided to 
do something fierce to let 
them work within”   
Kenneth Capon, Architect

The Hexagon, one of the iconic buildings on 
campus was the perfect space for the 
University’s 50th anniversary exhibition. 

From 1964 Something Fierce emerged in Essex 
– a new University determind to look to the 
future and break with tradition. This major 
exhibition explores the foundation of the 
University of Essex and 50 years of student life. 
Displaying original photographs, models and 
photographs, the exhibition celebrates the bold, 
Brutalist sixties architecture of the Colchester 
Campus, the unique academic vision and the 
community of scholars and students they 
created.

5,000 visitors came to the exhibition in the 
autumn term - and the show has been kept open 
by popular demand. By the end of this academic 
year, over 10,000 students, staff, alumni and 
members of the local community will have visited 
Something Fierce.
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“ There is no getting away from the fact 
that this exhibition is a tremendous 
achievement in researching and curating. 
Somehow the exhibition grew in the 
making, becoming more and more 
ambitious. Little wonder that everyone 
wants to use it as a backdrop. Indeed it 
has become the University’s centrepiece.” 
Matthew Bowman,  
Alumni

23
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“ Something Fierce is the living, 
boiling and shaking history of 
a university founded to be an 
elite breeder and turned by 
its own students into a nest 
of rebellion, unconventional 
thinking and profound 
humanism.” 
Review in The Rabbit. Petar Stanchev, Fourth 
year, Latin American Studies and Human Rights
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It didn’t take our students long to recognise the 
potential of the Hexagon as a venue. Working 
closely with our students, we organised 
numerous events including the Human Rights 
Week arts focus, Enactus’s Ghanaian Fashion 
Show and Syrian and Nepal fundraising events.

“ I came to hear about Art Exchange. After 
that all my doubts about organising the fund 
raising evening for Nepal disappeared – I felt 
confident that this event could happen. All in 
all, £600 was raised for Nepal. Jess, Calum 
and I managed to pull this off in just ten days!” 
Amanda Georgsson 
third year Politics
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A programme of Outdoor Art culminated in an 
Outdoor Arts Festival on 1 May. Inspired by the 
University’s arts festivals from the 60s and 70s, 
we brought together live music, art workshops 
and colourful street theatre at the heart of 
campus – a final fling before the exams season 
really set in. It was a free party – and everyone 
was invited.

“ Most of our members were there to celebrate the 
festivities! We had so much fun tie-dying and 
enjoying the street performances! Such a great 
stress reliever! Thank you Art Exchange!”    

Amallina Jehan Ahmad
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We want to make the University of Essex’s art 
collections available to all our students. They are 
finding new homes in the flagship buildings at the 
Colchester campus, as we roll out their display 
in time for the start of academic year 2015/15. 

Jim Ede Collection
In April 1964, the newly established University of 
Essex received a donation of artworks from Jim 
Ede, including works by Alfred Wallis, Christopher 
Wood, Ben Nicholson and Henri Gaudier-Brzeska. 
Jim Ede had been collecting British-based artists 
for some time, creating Kettles’ Yard in 
Cambridge. In response to Albert Sloman’s Reith 
Lectures, Jim Ede offered the University of Essex 
a small “fledgling art collection” of its own, 
declaring there “should be a Kettle’s Yard in 
every university”.

Essex Collection of Art from Latin America
ESCALA was founded in 1993 by students and 
staff from the School of Philosophy and Art 
History who wanted to improve the study of art 
from Latin America by creating a readily available 
research and teaching resource. Professors Dawn 
Ades and Valerie Fraser accepted the founding 
donation from Charles Cosac, a Brazilian post-
graduate student, soon to be followed by 
hundreds more donations over the next twenty 
years. ESCALA has developed into a world 
renowned collection of more than 750 artworks.

13
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There is a significant, growing body of research 
that suggests that involving young people in the 
arts “increases their academic performance, 
encourages creativity and supports talent early 
on” (DCMS, Supporting vibrant and sustainable 
arts and culture, 2013).

Therefore, a value can be placed on students 
engagements in the arts that contributes to 
their employability, often described as ‘cultural 
capital’. Art brings joy, helps us reflect, develop 
personally and teaches us how to empathise. 
Students are welcomed to our arts venues, 
where we provide safe places to take a risk, 
think outside the box, and develop creative 
skills while enjoying themselves.

14
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Students are essential to the running of our 
venues. They are the front-of-house staff who 
greet visitors and get to know them best. Behind 
the scenes, students also support our marketing 
and publicity, help organise our events and 
update databases and mail outs. We employ:

 x Exhibitions Assistant Frontrunner

 x Art Exchange Marketing Frontrunner

 x Art Exchange invigilators

 x Hex invigilators

 x Marketing Intern

“ I know I can have good ideas, but I didn’t know I can 
make them happen.  Art Exchange gave me experience 
seeing a project through from beginning to end…..  
I also really love working in this small creative team, 
where your voice is heard and respected.”    

Calum Macmillan, Art Exchange Marketing Intern
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14,000 9 website

visits
student
employees

20,018
attendances

“ I have seen Art Exchange 
grow, this year especially it 
has made new connections, 
reached people from diverse 
backgrounds – I want to 
congratulate you!”  
Cristina Aioanei 
MA Jungian Pyschology

35
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Total Arts Events

Other events 
in the Hex

Arts Team events

Art Exchange: 26 
(exhibitions, residencies, 

talks, private views etc)

Students’ Union: 1 

Workshops: 70

Exhibitions: 8
Student led events: 7

Professional Services: 15

 

Academic departments: 13

 
Outreach and Education: 14

Hex non-Arts related events: 72

50th anniversary events: 10

Outdoor Art: 9

Family Days: 4
Talks and Debates: 9

VC Office VIP events: 8

Open Days: 4

Visit Days: 8

Alumni: 6

Hex Arts Events: 57
(talks, VIP tours, art work-
shops, student-led events)
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  Art Exchange 5,610

  The Hex 10,208

  Outdoor Art 4,200

 total:  20,018 

  Art Exchange 6,499

  Outdoor Art 4,555

 total:  11,054 

Visitor Figures 2014/15

Visitor Figures 2013/14

  Arts Team events  16,426

      Non-Arts-related  
events in our venues  
managed by the  
Arts Team   3,592

 total:  20,018 

Compared to last academic year, our visitor 
figures are up by 80% 

How did we do this?
We don’t just want to engage students in our 
venues, we want to go out and meet them in 
their spaces too. Outdoor Arts have increased 
our impact with students out in the squares, 
attracting both daytime and evening crowds. 
This, alongside running two venues has allowed 
us to double our impact.

≥  Something Fierce exhibition
≥  New events in the Hex
≥  Increased Workshops
≥  Increased Outdoor Art activity

However, Art Exchange’s programme of 
exhibitions, talks and workshops has decreased 
in numbers as activity is diverted to the Hex. 
There is a cost.

Repeat visitors
Our students come back for more. We get to 
know our visitors as they come along to our life 
drawing classes, drumming workshops and talks. 
We work closely with student societies, helping 
them to shape events they showcase in our 
venues, making long lasting and valued 
relationships with them.  Our visitors feel part of 
the family, as we create a home on campus for 
the creative and critically engaged.
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≥  Visitor Figures – increased by 40% in 2013/14 
with the introduction of Outdoor Art and in 
2014/15 leapt by another 80% with the 
opening of the Hex.

≥  Sign Ups to our Art Exchange mailing list 
– increase by 10%

≥  Fully booked art workshops – consistently 
over subscribed

≥  Press coverage – we received over 300 
column inches in the press for Something 
Fierce, including The Spectator, RIBA Journal, 
de-zeen, The Modernist, British Brutalism and 
East Anglian Daily Times.

≥  Facebook and Twitter following – it’s on the 
increase through targeted campaigns, with 
image led postings leading to a rise in 
engagement and attendance at events. 
Outdoor Art events, with their wide reach 
and spectacle, are particularly effective on 
social media.

≥  Videos – a great way to reach audiances 
https://vimeo.com/110583237 
https://vimeo.com/105990086 
https://vimeo.com/107056718

≥  Website – 
Art Exchange website – 1,000 a month 
Something Fierce – 600 a month 
Total since September 2014: 14,000

How do we demonstrate Essex-led personal 
transformations?

≥  Feedback emails and testimonials – we talk 
to our students and they tell us what they 
think of us.

≥  We know we’re important to our visitors as 
they keep on coming back. We calculate that 
over 40% of our audience are repeat visitors, 
whether it’s to our exhibitions, drumming 
workshops or life drawing classes, they come 
back for more as they become part of our 
Arts family. 
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INCOME

Internal income
Outdoor Art (VC funding)  £9,059 

Establishment
Casual staff £8,721

Operational
Exhibition Programme £17,950

CCS – MA Student Show £2,000

Student Engagement Activities: 

Welcome Week/Workshops £10,000 

Talks & Events £3,000 

Marketing & Publicity  £5,200

General £1,000

TOTAL £56,930

EXPENDITURE 

Exhibition Programme £24,099

CCS – MA Student Show  £2,000

Artist Residencies  £2,400

Workshops £2,825

Outdoor Art & Festival £9,059

Talks & Events £2,185 

Marketing & Publicity £6,053

Casual staff £11,233

TOTAL £59,854

Previous Year 2013-14

INCOME

Establishment
Casual staff £8,922

Operational
Exhibition Programme £17,950

CCS – MA Student Show £3,000

Student Engagement Activities: 

Welcome Week/Workshops/Student Open £7,500 

Outdoor Art  £5,000

Hexagon – refreshing the story £1,000 

Talks & Events £3,000 

Marketing & Publicity  £8,500

General £1,000

Casual staff £12,000

TOTAL £67,872

Forthcoming year 2015-16
20
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INCOME

External income & grants
Contemporary Art Society £1,150

Internal income
Casual staff (VC funding) £7,282

50th Anniversary £12,500

Outdoor Art (VC funding) £10,000

Establishment
Casual staff £8,922

Operational
Exhibition Programme £17,950

CCS – MA Student Show £2,000

Student Engagement Activities: 

Welcome Week/Outdoor Art/Workshops £11,500 

Talks & Events £3,000 

Marketing & Publicity  £8,500

General £1,000

TOTAL £83,804

EXPENDITURE 

Exhibition Programme £17,935

CCS – MA Student Show  £3,393

Artist Residencies  £1,909

Workshops £3,270

Outdoor Art & Festival £13,665 

Talks & Events £1,741 

Marketing & Publicity £8,895

Casual staff £25,830

General £2,296

Joint activity with Lakeside Theatre £4,000

TOTAL £82,934

Art Exchange 2014-15

Something Fierce exhibition 

An exhibition budget of £35,000 is held by the VC’s 
office and paid for the production of the show.
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THE VISUAL ARTS TEAM

Arts & Gallery Director: Jess Kenny
Jess Kenny’s role includes heading up the 
Arts Team by focusing on strategy, building 
partnerships, funding, finance and HR, as well 
as researching and delivering Art Exchange 
and Hex’s programme of exhibitions, talks, 
workshops and outdoor art.

Arts Assistant (part-time): Emma Berry
Supports the management of the Arts Team, 
our venues and the arts programme, alongside 
supporting the Lakeside Theatre.

Arts Marketing Co-Ordinator: Steve Goatman
Devises and delivers the Arts marketing and 
publicity, CRM and audience development, 
and heads up our the Arts’ music and comedy 
provision for Art Exchange, the Hex and 
Lakeside Theatre.

CASUAL STAFF

Curatorial Assistant (part-time):Priscila Buschinelli
Supports operational delivery of events in Art 
Exchange and the Hex.

IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO DELIVER 
A FULL PROGRAMME TO 20,000 VISITORS 
WITHOUT STUDENT STAFF.

Gallery Invigilators
Our public-facing staff are the first point of 
contact with our visitors. They take care of our 
art, are able to answer questions about our 
exhibitions and support our events programme.

Frontrunners
Allow 8 hours extra resource. With training, our 
Frontrunners contribute to our exhibition 
research, talks programme, marketing and 
audience development.

Marketing Intern
This year, our Marketing Intern contributed to 
the marketing and publicity of our programme. 
This full-time support proved to be an invaluable 
resource. As a recent graduate, our Intern had 
great contacts with the student body and 
allowed us another route into student life.

We rely on 5,978 hours casual staffing, 
the equivalent of 3 full-time posts.

Thank you to all our students!
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